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On Mar 28, 2017, at 8:19 PM, Arnie Rosner <arnie@arnierosner.com> wrote:
Mr. Fretz,
Thank you for your comments. Your response is appreciated.
And as to Mr. Hendrickson’s, retort, he is free to believe and express any viewpoint
he choses.
The function of the scannedretina is to provide a forum where the people are free
to express their views and ideas. We are no experts in anything. And by the day, it
appears few else are either…they may just think themselves as experts. And of
course we are the first to point out they too have such a right.
After weighing all the evidence I have reviewed over the last 8 years or so...I
contend there has not been a legitimate government of the American people since at
least the 1860’s. And perhaps even from the beginning.
There is evidence that George Washington's deliberate choice of CEO instead of a
“head of state,” revealed the beginning of the fraud. Who can say for certain?
In fact, based on what has been learned during this same period I have also
concluded history is heresay and can not be legitimately relied upon except to guide
today’s living sovereigns on establishing a “just,” society of how we chose live.
I further contend we the living sovereigns of the day are not bound by any previous
documents, agreement, treaties and historical events, unless we ourselves so chose.
Certainly it is not the prerogative of our public servants, de facto or de jure to make
decisions for the people, who are the only legitimate authority on the planet. So on
the basis, I can tell you straight out…there is NO legitimate government of the
American people operating on the lawful delegated authority of the governed. And
I welcome anyone to counter my position. My contact information is below:
With no lawful government, there is no IRS. cold
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Since fraud vitiates all…in the true reality of an American sovereign, there is nothing
legitimate. Nothing. It is all theatrics. Yes..I admit to being the biggest fool…
Each of us as sovereigns are free to make our own choices. I contend I am a free
American sovereign. Anything different is an illusion created without my consent.
Sovereignty!
Now that does not mean Al Capone, or any other disreputable criminal can not simply
murder me. obama proved it with Scalia, Lavoy Finnicum and the four Americans at
Benghazi. Hillary proved it with a body count that seems impossible to believe.
So just because a man or woman is free, does not mean they are safe…unless they
take reasonable measures to protect themselves.
Do you have an argument with my comments? Please feel free to express them.
714-964-4056

arnie, just one of the people.
arnie@arnierosner.com
714-964-4056

On Mar 28, 2017, at 7:31 PM, edward fretz
<edwardfretz1@hotmail.com> wrote:

Arnie, I just sent this to a contact of mine, an IRS studied expect trying
to help us li;le people with the truth in their tax ba;les in court. His
wife just ﬁnished serving 19 month sentence of injusDce, so they have
paid a price. I thought your piece might be of help, but he kicked it back
to me, just read his answer of what he knows of the truth of the ma;er,
please. We want the truth at all costs to free, we the people.
Sincerely, Edward Fretz
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From: Pete Hendrickson <20@losthorizons.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 28, 2017 6:11 PM
To: edward fretz
Subject: Re: Fw: [New post] Government A;orneys deny IRS is an agency of the
United States Government.
This is ancient nonsense. See http://www.losthorizons.com/tax/
Misunderstandings/irs_is_an_agency.htm

The IRS IS An Agency Of The United States Lost Horizons

www.losthorizons.com
A debunking of the ridiculous "tax honesty" notion that the IRS is not
a component of the federal government.

On 3/28/2017 5:50 PM, edward fretz wrote:

From: Scanned ReDna - A Resource for the People! <commentreply@wordpress.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 28, 2017 10:11 AM
To: edwardfretz1@hotmail.com
Subject: [New post] Government A;orneys deny IRS is an agency of the United
States Government.
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Respond to this post by replying above this line

New post on Scanned
Re7na - A Resource for the
People!
Government AAorneys deny IRS is an
agency of the United States Government.
by arnierosnerh;p://nontaxpayer.net/irsnara0.html

United States Government A;orneys
deny that Internal Revenue Service is
an agency of the United States
Government.

The following images are scanned copies of pleadings
(cerDﬁed by NARA) wherein a United States A;orney
and a United States Department of JusDce Trial
A;orney, Tax Division, deny that Internal Revenue
Service is an agency of the United States Government.
See speciﬁcally page 2 of pleadings, item no. 4.
The allegaDon by Diversiﬁed Metal Products, Inc.,
PlainDﬀ, for item number 4 reads, "Defendant Internal
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